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Simpolo - Efficient Business Collaboration with
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The company was looking for a tool for their efficient and productive
communication and collaboration among the business users. Simpolo
chose Webveer Automation and Service Pvt Ltd as the implementation
partner for implementing Google Workspace.

The challenge
To significantly reduce the business cycle time with storage of
documents at a centralized place, effective usage of file sharing
among users, conducting effective, seamless and flexible remote
meetings among the scattered business teams, real time editing and
sharing of the documents and conducting efficient and productive
employee induction programs to save the time and resources.

The solution
Webveer migrated Simpolo users profiles in a well planned and
phased manner to the Google Workspace ensuring no downtime. With
an effective Change Management program in place the program
phases were implemented. Rigorous testing with real time scenarios
were tested ensuring the organization's objectives are met. Finally the
business users were trained in the various Google Workspace
products.

The results
Scattered business users were able to communicate and collaborate
efficiently and productively with Google Meet removing bottlenecks.
With Google Drive the company was able to share, edit and
communicate the documents seamlessly and securely. There was a
marked reduction of business cycle time with real time editing anytime,
anywhere and using any device within the Docs, Sheets, Slides and
Forms.

Google Workspace products have removed the
bottlenecks in the company's processes making them
more seamless and efficient. They have saved users
time significantly. The Digital Transformation had a
tremendous positive impact in organization’s
collaboration and communication processes making
them more seamless, flexible and reducing significant
time in the organization's decision making process

About Simpolo Vitrified Pvt Ltd.
Simpolo Vitrified Pvt Ltd was founded in 1977
and is one of the largest manufacturers of vitrified
tiles in Morbi of Gujarat State, India. It has six
regional offices spread across the country.
Simpolo has now become one of the leading new
age tiling solutions providers in the ceramic
industry in India and brought many FIRSTS in
Ceramic Industry.
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About WEBVEER AUTOMATION AND
SERVICE PRIVATE LIMITED
Webveer Automation and Service Pvt Ltd is a
Google Cloud Partner helping companies to
leverage Digital Transformation through Google
Cloud Products
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